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a b s t r a c t 

Transportation electrification plays a crucial role in mitigating greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and enabling 

the decarbonization of power systems. However, current research on electric vehicles (EVs) only provides a frag- 

mented examination of their impact on power system planning and operation, lacking a comprehensive overview 

across both transmission and distribution levels. This limits the effectiveness and efficiency of power system so- 

lutions for greater EV adoption. Conducting a systematic review of the effects of EVs on power transmission and 

distribution systems (e.g., grid integration, planning, operation, etc.), this paper aims to bridge the fragmented 

literature on the topic together by focusing on the interplay between transportation electrification and power sys- 

tems. The study sheds light on the interplay between transportation electrification and power systems, delving 

into the importance of classifying EVs and charging infrastructure based on powertrain design, duty cycle, and 

typical features, as well as methods of capturing charging patterns and determining spatial-temporal charging 

profiles. Furthermore, we provide an in-depth discussion on the benefits of smart charging and the provision of 

grid-to-vehicle (G2V) and vehicle-to-grid (V2G) services for maintaining power system reliability. With the holis- 

tic systems approach, this paper can identify the main objectives and potential barriers of power transmission 

and distribution systems in accommodating transportation electrification at scale. Concurrently, it paves the way 

for a comprehensive understanding of technological innovation, transportation-power system decarbonization, 

policy pathways, environmental advantages, scenario designs, and avenues for future research. 
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. Introduction 

.1. Background 

The trend of decarbonization has gained momentum in recent years

ue to the overwhelming contribution of CO2 emissions, which make

p nearly 90% of ghg emissions, to global warming. This shift has had

 significant impact on both the supply and demand sides of the global

nergy systems. The transportation sector, in particular, accounts for

 substantial portion of GHG emissions, with estimates ranging from

3.5% in the European Union to 34% in the United States [1,2] , re-

pectively. The electrification of energy systems represents a move from

on-electric to electric systems [3] , and current, and future life-cycle

missions from ev are lower than those from traditional petrol vehi-

les and fossil-fuel boilers [4] . This means that vehicle electrification

as the potential to greatly reduce transportation-related GHG emis-
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ions. In addition to environmental benefits, the widespread adoption

f EVs would also bring social welfare benefits, such as improved emis-

ion reduction in city centers and economic benefits in suburban areas,

s demonstrated by scenario simulations [5] . The growth in EV regis-

rations and sales from 2016 to 2021 in various countries and regions,

ncluding the United States, China, Europe, and others, are depicted in

ig. 1 . This figure highlights the current state of vehicle electrification

lobally. There is an increasing trend towards phasing out fuel-powered

ehicles in the coming decades, as demonstrated by the international

oals and activities outlined in [6] . The European Union ban on the sale

f new fuel-powered vehicles in 2035. The zev Alliance has announced

hat the sale of fuel-powered vehicles will be banned by 2050 in 18

tates in the United States. For example, New York State is also actively

nvolved in implementing these goals, as indicated by its participation

n the ZEV program implementation task force [7] . By 2035, all sales

r leases of new light-duty passenger vehicles in New York State are ex-
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Fig. 1. Electric vehicle registrations and sales from 2016 to 

2021 in various countries and regions, including the United 

States, China, Europe, and a selection of other nations [8] . 

Other countries include Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, In- 

dia, Japan, Korea, Mexico, New Zealand, and South Africa. 
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ected to be ZEVs, and by 2045, the same will be implemented to all

he new medium- and heavy-duty vehicles. 

The widespread adoption of EVs is driving significant changes in

nergy consumption patterns, affecting electricity infrastructure and

ower systems [9] . One important barrier to decarbonizing ground

ransportation and affordably and reliably achieving high EV adoption

s the increasing power demand for charging EVs. The social pressure

nd the impact of increased weight and horsepower on EV charging

ere measured in [10] using data from 255 EVs in the United States

rom 2011 to 2021. The results in [11] revealed that each 1% increase

n EV weight could lead to an increase in electricity consumption by

early 1% and that the transition to EVs could increase electricity con-

umption by more than 35%. However, the current design of the power

ystem is built to supply load peak demand in just 1% of an hour [12] .

n the other hand, large-scale EV deployment not only increases elec-

ricity demands but also presents an opportunity to use EV batteries to

rovide additional demand-side flexibility. For example, the long-term

mpact of VGI was simulated in [13] by integrating the power system

nd transportation system with behaviorally realistic and empirically

erived EV charging models. Using smart charging techniques to op-

imally control EV charging loads, the adverse effects on the grid can

e minimized, and investment costs can be reduced [13] . To fully un-

erstand the implications of widespread EV adoption on power system

lanning and operation, it is important to consider both the positive im-

acts and negative impacts of EVs on power systems. Further research

s needed to systematically and comprehensively explore these impacts

nd to identify strategies for the benefit maximization and negative ef-

ect minimization of transportation electrification on power systems. 

.2. Motivation and contribution 

To investigate the techniques for integrating EVs into power systems,

revious studies have analyzed EV technology and infrastructure. In [6] ,

he current state of EV design from the perspectives of energy manage-

ent and electrified powertrain design were reviewed. In [14] , a de-

ailed simulation analysis for dcfc stations was performed. In [15] , the

tate-of-the-art DCFC infrastructure and technology were investigated,

ith a focus on grouping DCFC stations into xfc stations. In [16] , the

evelopment status of EV charging infrastructure in the United King-

om was introduced, including the charging equipment protocols and

tandards, as well as the circuit topologies of charging infrastructure. In

16] , three crucial factors for different business models of charging in-

rastructures, including design, location, and cost, as well as their man-

gement and operation, were identified. In [17] , a technology develop-

ent overview of transportation electrification, including prospective

echnologies for implementing EV charging infrastructure was provided.

he technical challenges for developing transportation electrification in

 sustainable way were discussed in [18] , which evaluated the feasibil-
2 
ty of a pv-powered EV charger and stationary storage system for eb. An

nalysis of EV performance [19] was provided based on the data col-

ected from over 40 currently globally available EVs, which comprised

owertrain and dimensional data. The advances and research challenges

f EVs, such as trends in battery technology and charging methods, were

eviewed in [20] . The economic impacts of EVs, which focused on the

conomic perspectives of battery cost and business model development,

ere reviewed in [21] . An 800-V powertrain design for high voltage

Vs was explored in [22] , which also analyzed the future trends re-

arding EV powertrains. An overview of EV technology was provided

n [23] , which focused on reviewing EV configurations and electrical

achines. The present state of DC motor drives for EVs was introduced

n [24] , highlighting the commercial aspects of EVs. The solution of

lectromagnetic energy charging for static and dynamic charging was

rovided from the perspective of magnetically coupled coils [25] . A re-

iew of both the advantages and disadvantages of ess in EVs was sum-

arized in [26] , highlighting the characteristics and electricity conver-

ion of ESS technology. In [27,28] , the current techniques in wireless

harging of EVs, including the techniques of static wireless charging

nd dynamic wireless charging, were reviewed. In [29] , a review of

ifferent uncertainty modeling methods for grid-connected EV-PV sys-

ems was provided. In [30] , typical models of energy sources of EVs and

he environmental impacts of typical EVs were evaluated. The classi-

cation of different EVs was also reviewed, such as the technological

eadiness of bev [31] , main features of hev and phev [32] and their

odeling approaches and optimization techniques [33] . Various esti-

ation strategies for battery management were summarized in hybrid

nd battery EVs [34] . However, the above reviews mainly focused on

he technologies of EV charging infrastructure, EV battery design, and

ifferent types of EVs, and the interactions among EV charging infras-

ructure, EV scheduling, and power systems were not highlighted. 

Some studies have explored how large-scale transportation electrifi-

ation affects power systems and how power systems can adopt more

Vs. A review [35] of renewable energy-powered EV charging tech-

iques was presented to highlight the grid support functionality of EVs

nd the capability, benefits, and challenges of VGI. Some grid qual-

ty and performance indicators were summarized in [36] to assess the

ower grid performance issues caused by different EV charger topolo-

ies. In [37] , the EV-grid integration and EV-renewable interaction were

eviewed, which indicated that EVs could significantly reduce renew-

ble energy curtailments. In [38] , a future 2050 scenario with power-to-

as and power-to-liquid techniques in Germany was introduced, which

onsidered the connection of power systems, gas systems, and trans-

ortation systems with the devices of gas heat pumps, gas heaters, and

cev. In [39] , the main impacts of transportation electrification on plan-

ing, operation, electricity demand, and grid activities in power systems

ere summarized, and the expected electric technologies and solutions

hat might improve the grid integration of EVs were discussed. A review
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40] of the literature was provided by considering the coordination be-

ween transportation electrification and power distribution planning.

n [41] , the applications of dl-based methods for EV management and

attery charge forecasting in power distribution systems and mg were

eviewed. The typical optimization models and algorithms for EV charg-

ng infrastructure planning and EV charging operation were reviewed

n [42] . In [43] , the applications of rl for solving EV dispatch problems

ere discussed. 

Moreover, the concepts of g2v and v2g were emphasized in studies

hen analyzing the impacts of transportation electrification on power

ystems. In [44] , a survey of EVs in industrial informatics systems, which

ncluded charging infrastructure and battery charismatics, as well as the

V intelligent energy management and communication requirement in

2G mode, was provided. In [45] , a review of G2V and V2G methods

as presented for smart charging and EV fleet operators, highlighting

he service relationships among EV fleet operators, transmission system

perators, and distribution system operators. In [46] , the opportunities

nd challenges of VGI were investigated and discussed, which focused

n V2G technology. In [47] , V2G technology and the challenges of its

mplementation in smart grids were reviewed. The implications and ben-

fits of V2G technologies were evaluated in [48] , which considered the

nvironmental benefits and socioeconomic benefits with the impacts of

he consumer side and utility side. The main technical challenges related

o transportation electrification were identified in [49] , which discussed

he charging process management and energy return from the V2G. The

ajor challenges of the V2G operation mode, such as cyber-attacks and

ommunication time delays, which could impede the resiliency of the

2G system, were identified in [50] . 

The topics of existing work on transportation electrification in power

ystems, which cover G2V, V2G, power tp, power dp, power to, and

ower do, are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 . However, it is evident

hat these studies lack a comprehensive and systematic evaluation of

he effects of G2V and V2G on power system planning and operation

cross both the transmission level and distribution level. Instead, these

tudies only presented a piecemeal assessment of transportation electri-

cation in power systems, focusing on isolated aspects or applications.

his research gap motivates us to provide a systematic review to evalu-

te the impacts of transportation electrification on power planning and

peration across transmission and distribution systems. 

To close this research gap, this work presents a critical review of

tudies on the impacts of EV infrastructure and EV charging manage-

ent on power system planning and operation at both the transmission

evel and distribution level. The paper also provides a comprehensive

iscussion of the power generation, transmission, distribution, and de-

and sides, which are heavily influenced by G2V and V2G from trans-

ortation electrification. The overall framework for this review is out-

ined in Fig. 2 . The main objectives and contributions of this paper are

ighlighted as follows: 

• The design and technologies related to EVs, including the design of

the powertrain, duty cycle, management of EV batteries, and the grid

integration technology of EVs into the power grid, are introduced. 
• The state-of-the-art methods in G2V systems in terms of charging

load profile estimation, battery management, smart charging, and

charging infrastructure, are summarized. 
• The advantages and limitations of V2G functionality, which simulta-

neously provide ancillary services and challenges to the power sys-

tem operation, are explained. 
• The main objective, barrier, and solution of power planning and op-

eration in transmission and distribution systems to adopt larger-scale

transportation electrification, are identified. 
• Related topics of transportation electrification in power systems, in-

cluding the environmental benefits of integrating EVs and renewable

energy resources in power systems, innovative technologies for facil-

itating EV adoption in power systems, policy implications of trans-

portation electrification on the power system, scenario design of
3 
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Table 2 

Overview of recent studies on transportation electrification in power systems (Part II). 

Ref. [33] [35] [34] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] 

Year 2021 2021 2019 2020 2013 2019 2022 2020 2021 2019 2023 2012 2016 2013 2018 2022 2018 2022 

G2V Y Y Y Y N Y N N N Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y 

V2G Y Y N Y Y N N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

TP N N N N N N Y Y Y N N N N N N N N N 

DP N N N N N N Y Y Y N N N N N N N N N 

TO N N N N N N Y N Y N Y N Y N Y N N N 

DO N N N N N N Y N Y N Y N Y N Y N N N 

Fig. 2. Overall framework of this paper for evaluating the impacts of large-scale transportation electrification on system planning and operation in power transmission 

and distribution systems. 
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transportation electrification in power systems, and future research

perspectives for large-scale transportation electrification in power

systems, are discussed. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: we introduce

he classification, battery design, and the G2V and V2G for EVs in

ection 2 . In Section 3 , we evaluate the impacts of EVs on power trans-

ission and distribution planning. In Section 4 , the impact assessment

f EVs on power transmission and distribution operation is conducted.

ome related discussions and conclusions are presented in Section 5 and

ection 6 , respectively. 

. Transportation electrification 

Before assessing the impact of transportation electrification on

ower planning and operation, it is imperative to have a thorough un-

erstanding of the classification, technology, and design of EVs and

harging infrastructures, as well as the concepts of G2V and V2G. There-

ore, first, this section classifies EVs based on their engine technology

nd duty cycle and examines the developments in battery and grid in-

egration technology of EVs. Second, an in-depth discussion is provided

o explore the impacts of G2V and V2G technologies on power systems,

ncluding the charging profile estimation methods, smart charging man-

gement methods, charging infrastructure features, vehicle grid technol-

gy, and ancillary services provided by V2G technologies. 
4 
.1. Electric vehicle classification 

.1.1. Powertrain and engine design of electric vehicles 

To accurately evaluate the impact of EVs on power systems, it is

rucial to understand their charging profile. This evaluation involves

nalyzing factors such as battery size, charging rate, travel patterns,

nd travel distance. As depicted in Fig. 3 , EVs can be classified based

n their powertrain design and engine settings, and an overview of the

iversity of battery and charging technology available in the market

20,23,32,47] , is provided as follows: 

• Hybrid electric vehicles: HEVs are a unique type of EV that incorpo-

rates both a conventional ice and an em. Unlike pure EVs, HEVs

cannot be plugged into evcs or power grids. The batteries in HEVs

provide energy to the EM and are charged by the power generated

from the ICE during braking. When driving at low speeds or during

low power demand, such as in urban areas, HEVs will primarily use

electric propulsion systems. One notable example of an HEV is the

Toyota Prius hybrid model, which features a 1.3 kWh battery that

enables it to travel up to 25 km in all-electric mode. 
• Plug-in hybrid electric vehicles: Equipped with an ICE, a fuel tank, a

battery, and an EM, PHEVs can be powered by a pluggable exter-

nal electrical source. Compared to HEVs, PHEVs primarily rely on

electric propulsion and have a larger battery capacity. When the bat-

tery charge is depleted, the ICE provides additional power. Unlike

HEVs, PHEVs can be charged directly from EVCSs and power grids,

reducing fuel consumption and operating costs in normal driving

conditions. A notable example of a PHEV is the Mitsubishi Outlander
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Fig. 3. Electric vehicle powertrain design and engine setting: (a) hybrid electric vehicles, (b) plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, (c) battery electric vehicles, and (d) 

fuel cell electric vehicles. 

Fig. 4. Number of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles and battery electric vehicles by the end of 2021 in (a) the United States, (b) China, (c) Europe, and (d) other 

countries [8] . Other countries include Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Korea, India, Japan, Mexico, South Africa, and New Zealand. 
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f  

b  
PHEV, which has a 12 kWh battery and can travel up to 50 km using

only the EM. 
• Battery electric vehicles: By only being equipped with an EM and a

battery without any ICE or liquid fuel, BEVs are a type of pure EV

powered solely by electrical energy stored in battery packs and can

be charged from EVCSs. The driving range of BEVs largely depends

on the battery capacity, with other factors such as driving patterns,

road conditions, and battery conditions. On average, BEVs can have

a driving range of 160 to 500 km. As an example of BEVs, the Nissan

Leaf is 100% electric with a battery capacity of 62 kWh and a driving

range of 360 km. 
• Fuel cell electric vehicles: As another type of EV, FCEVs are equipped

with an EM, a fuel cell, and a hydrogen tank. By combining com-

pressed hydrogen and oxygen from the air, FCEVs can produce elec-

trical power. Then FCEVs drive the wheels and store excess energy

batteries or supercapacitors. A notable example of an FCEV is the

Hyundai Nexo, which can travel up to 650 km without refueling. 

As noted in [23] , HEVs and PHEVs still have low emissions due to

heir ICEs, while FCEVs may have few to no emissions depending on

heir operating mode. On the other hand, BEVs are fully powered by

atteries and thus have zero emissions. As PHEVs and BEVs can be con-

ected to EVCSs and power grids, they are classified as pev. For the

urpose of exploring the impacts of EVs on power systems, this review

ill primarily focus on PHEVs and BEVs. Data from iea [8] show the

umber of PHEVs and BEVs at the end of 2021 in the United States,

hina, Europe, and other countries, as depicted in Fig. 4 . 

.1.2. Duty cycle of electric vehicles 

It is crucial to understand the usage patterns, duty cycles, and vari-

us factors of EVs, which affect travel distance, charging opportunities,
5 
nd travel patterns. Based on their weight and duty cycle, EVs can be

ategorized into three categories: ldev, mdev, and hdev. The survey in

51] revealed that the global sales of EVs cumulatively reached 18.6

illion cumulatively by 2021, of which 98% were LDEVs and only 2%

ere MDEVs and HDEVs. The detailed introductions of LDEVs, MDEVs,

nd HDEVs are given below: 

• Light-duty EVs: LDEVs have a weight of less than or equal to 10,000

pounds [51] . These vehicles, which include cars, vans, sport utility

vehicles, and pick-up trucks, are utilized for an average of four trips

per day and cover nearly 40 miles per person per day in the United

States [12] . On average, LDEVs charge 10–20% of the day, leav-

ing 75–85% of the time for potential charging, as reported in [12] .

The preferred charging locations for LDEVs are homes, followed by

workplaces and public fast-charging EVCSs. 
• Medium-duty EVs: MDEVs weigh between 14,000 pounds to 26,000

pounds [51] . MDEVs include box trucks, delivery trucks, bucket

trucks, school buses, and beverage trucks. The survey in [12] demon-

strated that MDEVs could vary their routes daily or weekly depend-

ing on the type of delivery. Therefore, MDEVs can also serve as flex-

ible resources with adjustable charging hours. 
• Heavy-duty EVs: HDEVs weigh more than 26,000 pounds [52] . Un-

like the drivers of LDEVs and MDEVs, the drivers of HDEVs are usu-

ally limited by the daily hours that they can drive and fixed routes,

such as et [53,54] and EBs [18,55,56] . The results in [57] indicated

that the charging load of long-haul ETs was nearly 5% of the annual

consumption of electricity in the United States. 

In Table 3 , we list some examples of energy consumption models

or LDEVs, MDEVs, and HDEVs, such as in [54,58–60] , which use the

attery capacity, energy consumption rate, and charging rate. Those EV
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Table 3 

Examples of energy consumption models for electric vehicles. 

Model Ref. Battery Capacity (kWh) Energy Consumption Rate 

(kWh/mile) 

Charging Rate (kW) 

LDEV [58] 100 0.17 6.90 

[59] 40, 100 0.30, 0.35 3.60, 6.20, 150 

MDEV [54] 99 0.85 150, 350 

[60] 200 1.44 50, 150, 300 

HDEV [54] 238.3, 386.5 1.57, 2.08 150, 350 

[60] 1500 3 50, 150, 300 
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nergy consumption models can be used to estimate the charging pro-

les of LDEVs, MDEVs, and HDEVs. 

.2. Grid-to-vehicle: Charging estimation, management and charging 

nfrastructure 

.2.1. Charging estimation of electric vehicles 

The estimation of EV charging demands is critical for assessing the

mpact of EVs on power system resources and charging infrastructures.

onventional modeling methodologies for estimating EV charging pro-

les are developed based on full-system tools and model-based methods.

ased on the definition in [40] , full-system simulation tools and model-

ased methods for charging load profile estimation can be classified

s, node-based methods, flow-based methods, and agent-based meth-

ds. Node-based methods, such as those presented in [61] and [62] , are

imed to locate charging infrastructures so that the charging demand at

odes can be met. In [61,62] , the authors considered the charging de-

and as a node in a directed graph and aim to minimize the installation

ost of charging infrastructures while restricting the distances between

he charging infrastructures and the charging demand. In contrast, flow-

ased methods, such as the method presented in [63] , model the EV

harging demand with traffic flows and consider the temporal distribu-

ion of EVs. An extended flow refueling location model was proposed

n [64] , which allowed alternative driving paths. Agent-based methods,

lso known as activity-based methods, are driven by the behavior of

epresentative drivers and use information about the charging decision

nd travel behavior to generate synthetic EV charging profiles. For ex-

mple, in [59,65] , an activity-based charging demand simulation model

nd stochastic simulation of trip chains were implemented to simulate

omplete trip chains and obtain the spatiotemporal distribution of EV

harging demands. An agent-based model was developed in [66] to in-

estigate not only the spatiotemporal distribution but also the dynamic

haracteristics of EV charging demand. In [67] , the authors proposed

n estimation model to calculate the charge and discharge powers of an

V cluster based on a trip chain. With the combination of activity-based

nalysis and the Bayesian method, an analytic framework was proposed

n [68] for estimating the EV charging demand. 

However, full-system simulation tools and model-based methods

ace scalability issues when predicting EV charging profiles for large

ransportation networks with a large number of EVs. To overcome this

imitation, researchers have developed data analysis and model-free ma-

hine learning methods. For instance, in [69] , a prediction model for

rban EV fast-charging demand that takes into account human decision-

aking behavior was created using data mining technology. The model

ombined a single EV model and a decision-making model of human be-

avior to factor in the trade-off between time consumption and charging

ost [69] . In [70] , the EV market shares, charging patterns, and fleet

omposition were analyzed in New Zealand using multivariate proba-

ilistic modeling and cumulative distribution functions to estimate ag-

regated EV charging demands. In [70] , the authors applied vehicle

ravel survey data to quantify the charging behaviors and driving pat-

erns of EVs and implemented non-smart and smart charging strategies

o ensure charging completion. In [71] , an AI-based method was devel-

ped to forecast PEV travel behavior and charging demand using re-
6 
urrent ann that considered the correlation between arrival/departure

ime and trip length based on historical data. In [72] , a novel probabilis-

ic queuing model was utilized to explore the EV charging process and

onvert traffic flow into charging load using a DL-based cnn method to

redict traffic flow and EV arrival rates. In [73] , an RL-based method

as proposed to predict PHEV charging loads under different charging

cenarios using the Q-learning to improve forecasting accuracy. In [74] ,

 two-layer ensemble learning method, that combined multiple machine

earning algorithms to improve computational performance was devel-

ped to evaluate household EV charging demand. Various methods for

stimating and predicting the EV charging profile are summarized in

able 4 . 

.2.2. Battery management and smart charging of electric vehicles 

Even though the EVs are effective to reduce GHG and pollutant

missions, the traditional bms and thermal energy management of EVs

aybe not meet the requirement at high discharging rates and at high

perating or ambient temperatures [75,76] . In addition, the random and

ariable travel behavior of EVs makes it more challenging to achieve

he desired battery status. To address this challenge, researchers have

xplored smart EV charging methods, which could monitor the battery

tatus, such as the state of charge and state of health (soc and soh, re-

pectively) and remaining useful life, and ensure the optimal and reli-

ble operation of EV charging by managing, monitoring, and protect-

ng them. There are four main estimation strategies for a BMS: battery

ault estimation, SOC estimation, SOH estimation, and battery life es-

imation [34] . Monitoring and predicting battery degradation is also

ssential for the effective operation of BMSs. As stated in [50] , battery

egradation can be considered a major technical challenge in deploy-

ng V2G technology, because even when cycling the EV battery within

 charge range of 30% to 90% for grid support, the battery may still

e damaged. To mitigate the effects of battery degradation and coor-

inate with power system operation, EV smart charging methods have

een evaluated in studies. A cost-benefit analysis of battery degradation

or V2G and a stochastic approach to smart charging showed that smart

harging could reduce battery degradation costs compared to uncoor-

inated charging and render V2G implementation economically viable

77] . Based on cumulative prospect theory, in [78] , the authors pro-

osed a modeling method for determining BEV charging decisions and

onsidered an individual’s risk attitude in the decision-making process,

ncluding the charging time, location, and power demand profile. In

79] , the authors investigated the charging mode and location choices

f BEV drivers in Japan, using mixed logistic modeling methods, and

evealed preference data. The EV optimal charging and discharging and

oute selection problems were solved in [80] to maximize the profits

f EVs with the constraints of time-varying renewable energy supply,

imited charging pile availability, and EV travel tolerance. Huo et al.

81] proposed a distributed EV charging control protocol that is scal-

ble and privacy-preserving, while also protecting the privacy of partic-

pating EVs. Kara et al. [82] quantified the benefits of a battery EB fleet

ith smart charging, simulating the reactions of power grid operators in

exas and considering the role of smart charging in balancing renewable

nergy production. Dante et al. [83] proposed a stochastic and optimal

EV charging scheduling based on dynamic electricity prices and diver
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Table 4 

Summary of estimation and prediction methods for electric vehicle charging profile. 

Ref. Approach Main Feature 

[61,62] Node-based approach ∙ Model-based method 

∙ Consideration of the charging demand as a node in a directed graph 

[63,64] Flow-based approach ∙ Model-based method 

∙ Consideration of traffic flows between origin and destination 

[59,65–68] Agent-based approach ∙ Model-based method 

∙ Consideration of travel behavior and charging decisions to generate synthetic charging profile 

[69] Data mining and fusion technology ∙ Model-free method 

∙ Combination of a single EV model and a human behavior decision-making model 

[70] Multivariate probabilistic function ∙ Model-free method 

∙ Utilization of vehicle travel survey data and cumulative distribution functions to estimate 

aggregated EV charging demands 

[71,72] Deep neural network ∙ Model-free method 

∙ Utilization of ANNs to consider the correlation between arrival/departure time and trip length 

Utilization of CNNs to predict traffic flow 

[73] Reinforcement learning algorithm ∙ Model-free method 

∙ Utilization of RL to predict PHEV charging loads Utilization of Q-learning to improve forecasting 

textcuracy 

[74] Ensemble learning algorithm ∙ Model-free method 

∙ Combination of multiple machine learning algorithms to improve computational performance 

Table 5 

Main features of alternating current and direct current charging systems [35,84] . 

Charging mode Level Charging Rate (kW) Output Voltage (V) Output Current (A) Typical Location 

AC charging Level 1 1.44-3.6 120 12-16 Home 

Level 2 < 14.4 240 16-80 Home/Work 

DC charging Level 1 < 36 200–450 < 80 Work/Public 

Level 2 < 90 200–450 < 200 Work/Public 

Level 3 < 240 200–600 < 36 Work/Public 
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references. All these studies demonstrate the ongoing effort to effec-

ively manage, monitor and protect EVs to achieve optimal and reliable

peration for providing ancillary services to power systems. 

.2.3. Typical features of charging infrastructure 

Deployment of charging infrastructure is crucial for high EV adop-

ion in power systems, as it directly reflects the availability of charging

ptions. Per the definitions in [35,44,84] , AC charging systems, require

n onboard charger built within the EVs and are divided into two lev-

ls; DC charging systems, require an off-board charger and are divided

nto three levels [35] . The AC charging system directly supplies AC cur-

ent to EVs, while the DC charging system requires the conversion of AC

urrent into DC current within the charging system before it can be sup-

lied to EVs. Different regions adopt different standards for EV charging

nfrastructures. For instance, Europe follows the IEC 62,196 standard,

hile China follows the GB/T 20234-2011 standard that also permits

C charging following the IEC 62,196 standard. In the United States,

he SAEJ1772 charging standard is adopted, and the recognized plug

ypes are similar to those of IEC62196. Table 5 summarizes the output

ower levels and charging locations of AC and DC charging systems. 

In recent years, DCFC options have gained popularity in public

VCSs due to their ability to increase the adoption of long-range EVs by

ecreasing their range anxiety [14,85] . There are also Level 4 and Level

 chargers, such as Tesla’s superfast Level 4 chargers and Level 5 XFCs,

vailable for long-distance trips. One potential solution to relax range

nxiety for current and prospective EV drivers is the wireless charging

ystem. In [27] , an overview of wireless charging was presented with

etailed descriptions of static and dynamic wireless charging infrastruc-

ures. In [28] , a critical survey of recent studies and developments for

ireless power transfer systems was provided. Study [86] established a

ireless charging system for EVs and evaluated the impact of the wire-

ess charging system on the power grid under resonant, capacitive, and

nductive operation conditions. Another alternative business model for

Vs is the bss, where EV batteries are leased to drivers and can be re-

laced and charged during off-peak hours [87] . 
7 
.3. Vehicle-to-grid: Vehicle grid integration and ancillary services 

.3.1. Vehicle grid integration technology of electric vehicles 

The advent of V2G technology and the ability for flexible EV charg-

ng offers numerous opportunities for increased flexibility across various

ectors, including power systems, transportation, buildings, and homes

88,89] . In the V2G mode, energy can be transferred back and forth be-

ween EVs and the power grid [90,91] . Unlike the unidirectional power

ow in conventional G2V mode, the V2G mode allows for bidirectional

ower flow between power grids and EVs via EVCSs and leverages the

nergy storage capabilities of EVs as a means of storing surplus energy

nd transferring it back to the power grid. The development of V2G has

reated opportunities to provide ancillary services, further improving its

tability and reliability [35] . To implement V2G via the VGI technique,

Vs are usually equipped with bidirectional converters in EVCSs. Un-

ike unidirectional converters, bidirectional converters allow for power

ow in both directions. The differences between bidirectional convert-

rs and unidirectional converters have been analyzed in [92] . As de-

icted in Fig. 5 , EVs with unidirectional converters only permit power

ow from the power grid to EVs, while those with bidirectional con-

erters can both charge from the power grid and feed battery power

nto it, enabling VGI functionality and V2G technology. The operation

nd ancillary services of V2G technology are discussed in further detail

n Section 4 . 

.3.2. Ancillary services with vehicle-to-grid 

Efficient power system operation requires ancillary services to en-

ure security and reliability. With an increase in EV adoption, the proper

anagement and coordination of EV charging in V2G mode become cru-

ial to address potential issues such as load stability, energy supply qual-

ty, and voltage fluctuations. V2G enables EVs to act as mobile energy

torage units or dg and provide ancillary services, including resilience

nhancement, peak shaving, voltage support, spinning/non-spinning re-

erve, frequency regulation, and current compensation. By utilizing the

igh energy storage capacity of EVs, V2G can greatly enhance power sta-
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Fig. 5. Vehicle-grid-integration for electric vehicles: (a) unidirectional con- 

verters and (b) bidirectional converters that enable V2G. 

Table 6 

Summary of the ancillary services provided by V2G technology in power systems. 

Ancillary service Ref Main Feature 

Resilience enhancement [55] Active power control ∙ Joint DN restoration and EB scheduling problem 

[56] Active power control ∙ Coordination of VRP and DN restoration 

[94] Active power control ∙ Autonomous load restoration 

∙ Communication protocol 

[95] Active power control ∙ Preposition of mobile energy storage 

∙ Reallocation of the mobile energy storage 

[96] Active power control ∙ Distributed control method 

∙ Reduce load shedding 

Peak shaving [97] Active power control ∙ Stochastic driving habits 

∙ Monte Carlo method 

[98] Active power control ∙ Number of connected EVs 

∙ Characteristics of the EV battery packs 

Voltage support [100] Reactive power control ∙ Kernel-based predictive model 

∙ Distributed reactive power control 

[101] Reactive power control ∙ Elimination of the impact of the DC fast charger 

∙ V2G outperforms DG in voltage control 

Spinning and non-spinning reserve [102] Power reserve ∙ Dispatch probability of EV battery 

[103] Power reserve ∙ Increased flexibility in ERCOT 

∙ Maximized profit of the EV aggregator 

∙ Hypothetical group of 10,000 EVs 

Regulation up and down [104] Frequency regulation ∙ Ancillary service market 

∙ Daily cost reduction 

[105] Frequency regulation ∙ Combination of inertial emulation and droop control 

Compensation of harmonics in grid current [106] Harmonic compensation ∙ Harmonic modulation technique 

∙ Bidirectional onboard charger 

[107] Harmonic compensation ∙ Output-voltage control 

∙ Virtual impedance term 
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ility and reliability. Previous studies have highlighted some ancillary

ervices provided by V2G and their impact on power system operation,

s outlined in Table 6 and discussed in [29,45–48,50,93] . 

• Resilience enhancement: With the ability to transfer energy to power

grids at different locations, EVs with V2G technology can be used to

enhance the resilience of power grids. Several studies have proposed

methods for enhancing the resilience of power systems using EVs. A

milp-based distribution system restoration method was proposed in

[55] , where the EBs served as a temporary mobile power source to

feed power back to the power distribution system via V2G technol-

ogy during hurricanes. The vpp of EBs was coordinated with power

distribution system restoration [56] . In [94] , an EV-assisted load

restoration method was proposed based on a communication proto-

col for distribution feeder-level resilience enhancement. A two-stage

stochastic model was proposed in [95] to enhance the resilience of

power distribution systems, where the first stage pre-allocated mo-

bile resources, and repair crews, and the second stage generated the
8 
intraday operation decisions for generator dispatch and network re-

configuration. In [96] , a distributed control method of an EV fleet

was proposed for the resilience enhancement of an urban energy sys-

tem under extreme contingency, where the charging and discharging

schedules of the EV fleet were coordinated to mitigate load curtail-

ment while considering the power transfer among the multi-energy

MGs. 
• Peak shaving: V2G technology allows EVs to act as energy storage

devices, which can store excess power during off-peak hours and

discharge it during peak hours to mitigate power shortages in the

power grid. By providing the peak shaving ancillary service, V2G

enables demand response in the power market and offers financial

benefits to EV drivers. In [97] , the optimal charging and discharg-

ing strategies for peak shaving were explored using actual EV usage

data, considering factors such as the driver’s driving habits, charg-

ing demand, and vehicle battery state-of-charge. In [98] , V2G peak

shaving and valley filling control strategies were presented, taking
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into account the number of connected EVs, battery pack character-

istics, and driver parameters. 
• Voltage support: Renewable energy sources can lead to over-voltage

or under-voltage issues in power grids, particularly at the grid-edge

buses [99] . To address this problem, V2G technology provides a solu-

tion by enabling EVs to regulate the grid-edge voltages by injecting

or absorbing reactive power. A kernel-based predictive model was

proposed in [100] to investigate the available capacity from EVCSs

and a distributed optimal reactive power management method for

voltage support provided by EVs via V2G operations. Additionally,

V2G technology was adopted in [101] to minimize the impact of

fast chargers on the power distribution system and ensure the power

network operates within acceptable limits with a minimal effect on

consumers. 
• Spinning and non-spinning reserves: To maintain frequency in power

systems, spinning reserves and non-spinning reserves are two crucial

services [45] . Unlike large generators, EVs equipped with V2G tech-

nology have been shown to be an effective and attractive solution

for frequency regulation. By considering the dispatch probability of

the EV battery, the utilization of EVs for frequency regulation can

save secondary regulation capacity and spinning reserve [102] . In

[103] , a study of a hypothetical group of 10,000 EVs was conducted

to maximize the profits for the aggregator while providing increased

system flexibility, where the spinning reserve was tested in the ercot

system. 
• Regulation up and down: Regulation of frequency is accomplished by

automatic generation control, also known as regulation down and

up, which is aimed to balance supply and demand within a minute

[45] . The potential of V2G technology to enable EVs to participate

in the frequency regulation market was explored in a study [104] ,

where a significant daily cost reduction was achieved. In [105] , the

authors proposed a frequency regulation method for isolated power

systems with EVs, integrating inertial emulation and droop control

to improve frequency regulation performance. 
• Compensation of harmonics in grid current: V2G technology has the

potential to improve power quality by actively filtering and compen-

sating for the harmonic content in grid currents. This improvement

is achieved by adhering to the harmonic limits prescribed by the

IEEE-519 standard. In [106] , a bidirectional onboard charger that

also regulated input harmonics was developed for EV charging and

discharging. This technology was achieved by adopting a high power

factor and structure change method to accommodate a wide range

of line voltages. In [107] , the authors proposed an output voltage

control method that includes harmonic compensation and a virtual

impedance term. This method promises high power quality and ef-

fective damping in the EV battery charger. 

An example of voltage regulation and voltage support via the V2G

echnique is shown in Fig. 6 . Bidirectional chargers equipped with EV

atteries allow for power injection or absorption into the power grid. Ac-

ording to the operation conditions of the EV battery’s active and reac-

ive powers, there are four possible modes of operation, including (I) ac-

ive power charging and reactive power compensation, (II) active power

ischarging and reactive compensation, (III) active power discharging

nd reactive power absorption, and (IV) active power charging and re-

ctive power absorption. For instance, if the distribution system requires

eactive power while the EV is charging, the charger could operate in

he capacitive mode and inject reactive power, as shown in operation

ode IV in Fig. 6 . On the other hand, if the distribution system requires

eactive power while the EV is discharging, the charger can operate in

nductive mode and absorb reactive power. The apparent, active, and

eactive power ratings of the EV batteries are represented by 𝑆 max , 𝑃 max ,

nd 𝑄 max in Fig. 6 . 

However, the evaluation process in some of the above research on

2V and V2G failed to examine the impact of their proposed EV charging

chedules for the system planning and operation of power systems. As a
9 
esult, the potential violation of power system planning and operational

onstraints cannot be fully considered, and the bottlenecks on power

ystems to adopt more EVs cannot be fully identified. For instance, in

82,83,108] , the authors only estimated the impact of EV charging on

he load profile without examining their effects on power system opera-

ion. The widespread adoption of spatiotemporally varying EV charging

oads presents a significant challenge to power systems; further discus-

ions are provided in Section 3 and Section 4 . 

. Impacts of transportation electrification on power system 

lanning 

In this section, we evaluate the impact of EVs on power system plan-

ing across transmission and distribution levels from different perspec-

ives. As shown in Fig. 7 , we mainly discuss studies on planning power

ystem resources and EV infrastructures in power systems to increase

he adoption of EVs and identify the main metrics that can be applied

o power planning with a high penetration of EVs. 

.1. Power transmission planning with electric vehicles 

The planning of EV charging infrastructure and its integration with

he power system have become crucial issues in recent years. The

ational-scale planning model presented in [109] is aimed at assess-

ng the United States mainland interstate highway network, but it only

onsidered EV charging infrastructure planning and did not take into

ccount the planning of power system resources. The limited genera-

ion and transmission capacities of power transmission systems are a

indrance to large-scale EV integration. The importance of including

 power tn in charging infrastructure planning was discussed in [39] ,

here the focus was mainly on new generation and transmission re-

ources. An assessment methodology was proposed in [110] to under-

tand the impacts of end-use electrification on long-term power plan-

ing, which demonstrated how transportation electrification has the

ighest share of demand-side load flexibility and that LDEVs are more

exible than MDEVs and HDEVs in power system planning and oper-

tion. Widespread electrification could lead to significant changes in

ower systems [111] , such as generation addition, transmission expan-

ion, fuel use, system cost, and air emissions. The effects of large-scale

V deployment on the power system in the United Kingdom were eval-

ated in [112] , where a MILP-based opf model was used to determine

he investments of power infrastructure for EV adoption and optimize

he operational schedule on an hourly basis. The EV charging demand

as modeled as an additional zonal demand by considering the data for

nnual energy demand increase and daily charging profiles. The works

entioned above present deterministic methods for power transmission

ystem planning, but uncertainty is a critical aspect to consider, espe-

ially in the context of high EV penetration. To address this issue, a

tochastic planning framework was developed in [113] using the sce-

ario tree method, which considered investment and operation models

or G2V and V2G to plan network expansion over a large-scale and long-

erm timeframe under multiple uncertainties. A robust adaptive optimal

lanning model was proposed in [114] with scenario-based ambiguity

ets, which considered PEV charging controls over the planning horizon

o enable more economical and realistic PEV penetration cases. 

Here, we give an example of an optimal planning problem in

ower transmission systems with high EV adoption. This problem

an be succinctly expressed as a set of mathematical equations, from

quation (1) to equation (5) . In this work, we specifically focus on

ransmission and generation needs that result from the growth in elec-

ricity demand due to transportation electrification. Therefore, only the

ost commonly employed objectives and constraints in optimal plan-

ing problems in power transmission systems are included. Depend-

ng on the research questions that are being addressed, additional con-

traints, such as the CO 2 emission constraints that were considered in

112] , may also be added. 
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Fig. 6. Example of ancillary service pro- 

vided by the vehicle-to-grid technique with 

reactive power support and voltage regula- 

tion. 

Fig. 7. Impacts of electric vehicles on power 

system planning for transmission and distribu- 

tion systems. 
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bjective 
𝑥 

Minimization of planning cost , (1) 

.t. Power flow and operational constraints in the power 

transmission network , (2) 

eneration capacity expansion , (3) 

eneration mix , (4) 

ransmission line capacity expansion . (5) 

The objective of the power transmission planning problem, as stated

n equation (1) , is usually aimed at minimizing the total system cost,

aking into account various expenses such as capital costs for power sup-

ly, transmission capacity expansion, operational costs of generators,

O 2 transport and storage, and power import [110–112] . In addition to

he investment cost in power systems, the investment costs for different

ypes of smart chargers, such as £1500 per G2V charger with unidirec-
10 
ional charging and £2500 per V2G charger with bidirectional charg-

ng, were considered in [113] . An incentive cost of $ 5000 per PEV was

onsidered to maximize the PEV penetration over the planning horizon

114] . The power flow and operational constraints model, as stated in

quation (2) , are commonly modeled using either acopf or dcopf mod-

ls, which take into account bus power balance constraints, bus voltage

onstraints, and line power flow constraints. Notably, the ACOPF model

as nonlinear bus voltage constraints, while DCOPF is a linear approx-

mation of ACOPF. The constraints listed in equations (3) to (5) are

xplained in further detail in Section 3.1.1 to Section 3.1.2 . In addition

o solving optimization problems, simulation-based methods are also

idely utilized, as demonstrated in Fig. 8 . 

.1.1. Generation capacity expansion and mix planning with 

ecarbonization target 

The trend of increased peak demand from transportation electrifica-

ion is one of the several factors affecting long-term power system plan-

ing and transforming the future capacity and generation mix, leading

o a shift away from fossil fuels and toward more solar and wind gener-
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Fig. 8. Simulation-based and 

optimization-based methods for solv- 

ing planning problems in power systems. 
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tion, as discussed in [39] . According to research from [110,111] , the

idespread adoption of EVs could spur the growth of renewable en-

rgy and natural gas-fired electricity generation. The decline in natural

as consumption due to electrification could lower natural gas prices

nd make natural gas-fired generation more cost-competitive. The con-

inued growth of renewable energy is expected to be further amplified

y electrification [110,111] . In addition to renewable energy and nat-

ral gas, energy storage could play a crucial role in accommodating

he changes caused by electrification, particularly in meeting higher de-

and peaks. To meet the growing energy needs resulting from electrifi-

ation, reliance on local and distributed energy resources is increasing,

educing the need for long-distance transmission expansion. Research

n [112] has shown that the charging patterns of EVs are well aligned

ith wind power production, reducing the waste of wind generation.

imilarly, the widespread deployment of dg could relieve the genera-

ion requirement and mitigate transmission-level issues [112] . The ca-

acity expansion problem of DGs is further discussed in Section 3.2 on

ower distribution system planning. To meet the carbon reduction goals,

he carbon intensity of power generation, including system-wide car-

on emissions targets and the operational emissions from technology-

pecific power generation and imported power, was considered in [112] .

n [114] , a joint planning model was employed to minimize emissions

hile increasing the supply of high EV charging. However, the simula-

ion results in [114] showed a different outcome compared to [110,111] .

he high emission cost of natural gas power generators was factored into

he planning model, which concluded that natural gas power generators

ad no significant impact on the generation mix. 

.1.2. Transmission line capacity expansion 

In addition to planning new power plants to accommodate increased

ransportation electrification, the aging transmission infrastructure and

he prevalence of short transmission segments could pose challenges in

onnecting new generation resources with the demand from electrified

ehicles. As shown in [115] , rural areas where wind and solar energy

esources are commonly located often lack adequate transmission in-

rastructure, leading to the inability of local communities to consume

ll the generated electricity and a lack of energy storage capacity. Up-

rading transmission infrastructure to better facilitate the transmission

f electricity from rural areas to high-demand regions, such as areas

ith many EVs, would mitigate these challenges. Based on the findings
11 
n [110,111] , the growth of renewable energy sources and the corre-

ponding expansion of transmission capacity was positively correlated.

 case study in the United Kingdom transmission grid, as presented in

112] , highlighted the significant differences in power transmission ex-

ansion between scenarios that consider EV demands and those that do

ot consider EV demands. To illustrate this point, the majority of the 29

odeled zones in the United Kingdom transmission grid had a power

ow of less than 2 TWh/year. However, specific power transmission

ines connecting zones with an abundant renewable capacity to those

xperiencing an increase in EV charging demand could experience an

ncrease of more than 5 TWh/year. In response to this, the hvdc lines

etween Scotland and England were strengthened to transfer more wind

ower from the north to the south of the United Kingdom [113] . More-

ver, in [114] , the authors discovered that adopting smart EV charging

ould reduce the transmission capacity requirement by 78% to supply

he same load during the planning horizon. This finding highlights the

otential of smart EV charging to mitigate the impact of EVs on power

ystem planning in transmission systems. The impacts of EVs on power

ystem planning for transmission systems are summarized in Table 7 . 

.2. Power distribution planning with electric vehicles 

Because of the limited range of EVs, the deployment of charging in-

rastructure is crucial for drivers to undertake long-distance trips. Sev-

ral studies have focused on the planning problem of EV infrastructure,

ncluding the siting and sizing problems of EVCSs. In [116] , a solu-

ion was proposed to accommodate multiple types of EVs with differ-

nt driving ranges by determining the optimal siting of EVCSs. A two-

tage stochastic programming model was developed in [117] to deter-

ine the optimal EVCS locations considering uncertainties in arrival

nd dwell times for EVs. A mixed integer programming-based model

as proposed in [118] to maximize long-distance trip completions, pro-

iding an effective method for deciding the number and locations of fast

VCSs for different conditions. A siting problem of fast EVCSs was inves-

igated in [119] with a multiperiod decision-making horizon to support

he maximum and uncertain EV charging demand within a limited bud-

et. However, these studies [116–119] did not consider the planning of

V infrastructure within power distribution systems, which could lead

o operational constraint violations in power systems. To support the

idespread adoption of EVs, dn must be updated to accommodate ad-
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Table 7 

Review of the selected studies related to the impact of EVs on power transmission planning. 

Ref. Power System Model EV Model Planning Solution 

[110] ∙ National-scale ReEDS in the United States ∙ LDEVs with allowable 8-h flexible duration and 

multiple charging options 

∙ Two-year planning problem through 2050 

∙ Demand-side flexibility 

[111] ∙ National-scale ReEDS in the United States ∙ Transportation electrification shares 10% of flexible 

load under reference electrification 

∙ Transportation electrification shares 60% of the 

flexible load under high electrification 

∙ Two-year planning problem through 2050 

∙ Supply-side scenario 

[112] ∙ 29-bus synthetic TN in the United Kingdom ∙ Function of EV fleet size and EV charging demand ∙ Five-year optimal planning problem 

∙ Hierarchical multicut benders decomposition 

[113] ∙ IEEE 24-bus 

∙ TN 37-bus synthetic TN in the United 

Kingdom 

∙ Different EV load shapes by vehicle specifications and 

driving patterns 

∙ Multistage stochastic planning framework 

[114] ∙ IEEE 118-bus TN 

∙ 10-bus synthetic TN in Ontario 

∙ Scenario-based ambiguity sets of renewable energy 

and PEV mobility 

∙ Minimization of planning investment 

∙ Maximization of EV penetration 

∙ Minimization of CO 2 emissions 

∙ Transmission and generation capacity expansion 

∙ Adaptive distributionally robust optimization 
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itional capacity requirements and opportunities for adding DGs and

V charging infrastructures. Previous studies have investigated the im-

act of EVs on power distribution systems and developed methods for

ptimal planning of EV charging infrastructure. For example, in [120] ,

he authors generated charging profiles for 100 EVs at a workplace and

sed time-series-based power flow calculations to assess the impact on

 European mv distribution grid. The impact of short-haul HDEV depot

harging on power distribution system upgrades was evaluated in [52] .

he study found that nearly 78% of substations could supply 100 HDEVs

ith 100 kW charging without upgrades and that 90% of substations

ould accommodate 100 HDEVs if charged at the slowest possible rates

52] . A reliability-index-based approach was proposed in [121] to deter-

ine the siting and sizing of slow and fast EVCSs in power distribution

ystems, including the reliability indices of voltage stability and power

uality. An optimal siting and sizing problem of BSSs of EVs in distri-

ution systems in [87] was modeled to maximize the net present value,

here an evolution algorithm was implemented to solve the problem. In

122] , the siting and sizing problem of Level 1 to Level 3 EVCSs was op-

imized and analyzed in power distribution systems, where the EV load

as estimated based on the number of EVs, and arrival and departure

imes at the particular EVCSs. A heuristic pso method was adopted to

olve the optimal EVCS siting and sizing problem to minimize the instal-

ation cost of the EVCS and the cost of power losses in the distribution

ystem. A real-world distribution network was modeled in OpenDSS to

imulate power flow and evaluate operational constraints with different

lanning solutions for EVCSs [122] . In [123] , a siting method of dis-

ributed wind and PV generators was proposed to mitigate the impacts

f PEV integration on power losses, power reliability, and voltage sta-

ility in the distribution systems. A line flow test was conducted in the

EEE 33-bus DN to calculate the total power loss and assess the impact

f the placement solution on the voltage magnitude [123] . 

To better present the objective and restrictions of distribution system

lanning for adopting more EVs, an example of a compact form of the

ptimal planning problem in the power distribution system is presented

s follows: 

bjective 
𝑥 

Minimization of the planning cost , (6) 

.t. Power flow and operational constraints in the power 

distribution network , (7) 

istribution assets upgrade , (8) 

iting and sizing of electrical vehicle charging stations , (9) 

iting and sizing of distributed generators . (10) 
12 
The objective of the power distribution planning problem, as stated

n equation (6) , is to minimize the costs of upgrading the distribution

ssets and installing EV charging infrastructure. However, other objec-

ives, such as profit maximization, power loss minimization, and carbon

mission cost minimization, have also been considered in the literature.

he compact constraints in equations (8) to (10) are further discussed

n Section 3.2.1 to Section 3.2.2 , and the power flow and operational

onstraints are explained in Section 4 . To evaluate the feasibility of the

lanning solutions, various indices are applied to assess the performance

f the power distribution system in the presence of high EV adoption.

he planning indices, as summarized in Table 8 , play a crucial role in

etermining the feasibility of the planning solution. If the indices are

ithin the acceptable range, the planning solution is considered feasible;

therwise, the planning problem must be solved again with adjustments

o the planning solution. 

.2.1. Distribution assets upgrade and emission costs 

As noted in [39] , the increasing number of EVs and their charging

oads have prompted the need for significant upgrades in the distribu-

ion level to increase the capacity of the system and address voltage

egulation issues. These upgrades, which are referred to as distribution

sset upgrades, typically involve increasing the capacity of existing sub-

tations by adding new distribution lines and new secondary transform-

rs. For example, in [52] , the authors discussed the upgrades of distribu-

ion feeders and substations for the deployment of short-haul HDEV fleet

harging. The results showed that the magnitude of the HDEV charging

rofile was a more significant indicator of the need for substation up-

rades compared to the timing of the charging. A case study in [52] esti-

ated the cost of upgrading a substation to be $400,000 per new feeder

reaker and $ 35 million for a new substation.In some studies, such

s in [120] , the authors specifically focused on upgrading secondary

ransformer capacity. Commuting patterns were also found to heavily

nfluence the interaction between EV charging and the power distribu-

ion system [120] . In [124] , the maximum number of simultaneous EV

harging events in each service area was evaluated by considering the

ransformer loading and host capacity. In [125] , the authors proposed a

ultiobjective optimization model to balance the cost and emissions of

rid reinforcement and transformer capacity expansion while charging

Vs. The model accounted for production emissions while reinforcing

lectricity cables and upgrading transformers, with the parameters of

2.5 t CO 2 /km and 163.3 t CO 2 for extending one km of electricity ca-

les and upgrading a 630 kVA transformer, respectively. A case study in

125] showed that the EV charging cost and emissions could be reduced

y 13.2% and 23.6%, respectively, by optimizing the charging strategy

n a low-voltage distribution network. 
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Table 8 

Summary of important indices in the power distribution planning problem with electric vehicle charging and 

electric vehicle charging station deployment. 

Planning Index Description 

Transformer loading To represent the pressure of transformers to connect an EV charging load, the 

transformer loading was calculated in [120,124] . 

Line loading To reflect how much of the line’s full capacity is utilized due to EV charging, the line 

loading was calculated in [120] . 

Voltage stability To maintain an acceptable level of system bus voltage with EV charging, a voltage 

stability standard, such as the Bus vsi, was obtained [121,123] . 

Power reliability To measure the total duration of an interruption caused by EV charging, a sri, such as 

saifi and saidi, was employed [121] . 

Power quality To determine the power quality caused by EV charging, a lsf was applied [121] . 

Table 9 

Review of the selected studies related to the impact of EVs on power distribution planning. 

Ref. Power System Model EV Model Planning Solution 

[52] ∙ 36 DN substations in Texas ∙ Deport charging of short-haul HDEV fleet ∙ Likelihood between HDEV charging and substation upgrade 

[87] ∙ IEEE 15-bus DN 

∙ IEEE 43-bus DN 

∙ LCC of BSSs 

∙ Comparison between BSSs and fast EVCSs 

∙ Optimal siting and sizing of BSSs 

∙ Differential evolution method 

∙ Comparison between deterministic planning and stochastic planning 

[120] ∙ CIGRE MW DN in Europe ∙ EV charging profile with trip chain 

∙ 100 EVs charging at workplace 

∙ Time-series power flow 

∙ Check of transformer loading, line loading, and nodal voltage 

[121] ∙ IEEE 33-bus DN ∙ DCFC ∙ Reliability-index-based placement and allocation of EVCSs 

∙ Check of voltage stability, power reliability, and power quality 

[122] ∙ 58-bus DN in Pakistan ∙ Probability distributions of EV arrival and 

departure time 

∙ Optimal siting and sizing of EVCS 

∙ Minimization of the installation cost and total power loss 

∙ PSO 

∙ Check of constraint violation in OpenDSS 

[123] ∙ IEEE 33-bus DN ∙ PEV load is modeled as a voltage-dependent load 

with power factors 

∙ Optimal placement of DGs 

∙ Minimization of the total power loss 

∙ Check of voltage stability 

∙ Mitigation of impact of EVCSs 

[125] ∙ 400–630 kVA transformer upgrade 

∙ LV DN in the Netherlands 

∙ Unidirectional charging 

∙ Bidirectional charging with V2G communication 

∙ Multiobjective optimization 

∙ Grid reinforcement 

∙ Transformer capacity expansion 
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.2.2. Siting and sizing of electrical vehicle charging stations and 

istributed generators 

The arbitrary placement of EVCSs may impede the reliability of

ower systems. It is crucial to assess the feasibility of EVCS placement

nd sizing before implementation. In [121] , the authors evaluated the

ffects of EVCS placement on key power distribution indices, including

eliability indices, such as the VSI, SRI, and LSF. The results showed

hat slow EVCSs could be placed at weak buses without affecting the

lanning indices, but installing DCFC stations at these locations could

egatively impact the power distribution system. The study also demon-

trated the optimal location of EVCSs to improve voltage stability. When

eavy charging loads were placed at weak buses, the study found that

eliability indices were affected more than the VSI and LSF for DCFC.

he impact of EV charging and DCFC can be reduced by incorporating

Gs and ESSs. The active and reactive power compensations provided

y DGs can mitigate the impact of PEVs and minimize power losses in

he power distribution systems [123] . The effects of EVs on power sys-

em planning in the distribution systems are summarized in Table 9 . 

. Impacts of transportation electrification on power system 

peration 

As we have introduced in Section 2.3 , the integration of V2G tech-

ology can benefit both EV owners and power grid utilities, as shown

n Fig. 9 . With the ability to store surplus energy and feed it back to the

ower grid during peak demand periods, EVs can serve as not only load

emands but also a source of distributed generation and energy storage.

owever, if the integration of V2G into the power system is not properly

oordinated, it can negatively impact the power system’s operation and

erformance with high EV adoption. Therefore, we examine the impact

f EV charging on power operation in this section. 
13 
.1. Power transmission operation with electric vehicles 

Studies have analyzed the impact of EV charging on the power trans-

ission system. For example, a framework that integrated power trans-

ission network and transportation network simulations was proposed

n [126] to evaluate the effects of EV charging on the power grid. In

126] , the authors obtained the hourly EV charging demand by sim-

lating regional-level charging behavior and incorporating it into an

PF model in a 160-bus synthetic power transmission system for Travis

ounty, Texas. A mapping was created between the nodes in the trans-

ortation network and the substations in the power transmission net-

ork. In [127] , the authors examined the impact of EVs on generator

missions and wind curtailment by using a scopf model with different

V penetration levels and charging strategies. In [128] , the impact of EV

harging on the locational marginal pricing and line loading in Hous-

on was evaluated by considering EV penetration levels of 5% and 15%.

n approximate model was developed to estimate the EV charging load

ased on travel patterns. These studies highlight the importance of con-

idering the interaction between EV charging and the power transmis-

ion system to ensure a secure and reliable power grid. However, the

bove studies either only considered LDEVs or did not differentiate be-

ween the types of duty classifications of EVs. In [129] , the impact of

0 million PEVs, including small, medium, and large-sized PHEVs and

EVs, was evaluated on a 401-bus county-level power grid in 2030 using

 one-year simulation horizon. The mobility behavior of EV drivers was

odeled, and their annual driving profiles were aggregated at the trans-

ission grid substation level for the simulation. The impact of HDEVs

n a large power grid was examined in [130] , which considered grid

oltage violations as one critical grid parameter. The large power grid

n [130] consisted of a 2000-bus synthetic power transmission system

nd multiple distribution grids in Texas. The transportation network in
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Fig. 9. Impacts of electric vehicles on power 

operation in transmission and distribution sys- 

tems. 
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130] was modeled as a graph, whose nodes represented the EVCS lo-

ation, and edges represented the roads. By simulating the destinations

nd arrival schedules of HDEV fleets, the spatiotemporal movement of

he HDEV fleet was obtained in [130] to show how the number of HDEVs

here were at each EVCS. The results in [130] indicated that the simulta-

eous charging of 30 thousand HDEVs could destabilize the power trans-

ission systems, which revealed the correlation mobility of HDEVs and

rid-wide voltage problems. The impacts of large-scale EVs on power

ransmission systems were evaluated with at-scale EV deployment [60] .

he analysis in [60] applied the EV penetration assumptions for the

028 scenario expressed as a national figure in the United States with 24

illion LDEVs, 200 thousand MDEVs, and 150 thousand HDEVs. Then

he national figure was applied to the wecc power transmission systems

y a 0.4 scaling factor. By running a production cost modeling approach,

he solutions for accommodating high EV loads could be obtained for a

028 scenario, including the generation mix and production cost. How-

ver, the optimal investment of new grid infrastructure for new EV loads

nd generation capacity expansion analysis were not considered in [60] .

To analyze the impact of high EV adoption on power transmission

ystems, several simulation-based and optimization-based methods have

een proposed. One example of the latter is the formulation and solution

f an optimal operation problem, which can be stated as follows: 

bjective 
𝑥 

Minimization of operational cost , (11) 

.t. Power flow and operational constraints in the power 

transmission network , (12) 

eneration dispatch and power resource adequacy , (13) 

ine congestion , (14) 

enewable energy curtailment . (15) 

The objective (11) of the power transmission operation problem usu-

lly refers to the total system operational cost. Other objective functions,

uch as the minimization of residual load residual [112] , are also con-

idered. The power flow model and operational constraints in power

ransmission systems, such as SCOPF in [127] and ACOPF in [128] , have

een discussed. The compact constraints in (13) and (14) are explained

n the following Section 4.1.1 to Section 4.1.3 . 
14 
.1.1. Generation dispatch with emission factors and power resource 

dequacy 

Integrating numerous EVs into the power transmission system raises

everal critical issues. A key concern is the availability of sufficient

ower and energy resources to meet the growing demand from the EV

eet. This issue is closely tied to the resource adequacy problem. Addi-

ionally, the operational changes, such as the generation mix and pro-

uction cost, required to accommodate the increased EV demand must

lso be considered. In [126] , the authors discovered that the increased

V demand caused an increase in the MW output of natural gas and

oal generators, while the output of nuclear, wind, and solar genera-

ors remained constant. Another study showed that just a 5% penetra-

ion of EVs in Austin and Houston could change not only the genera-

ion dispatch but also the CO 2 emissions. In [127] , CO 2 emission fac-

ors were adopted for different fuels, such as 406.87 lb/MWh for coal,

65.56 lb/MWh for natural gas, and 2619.5 lb/MWh for petroleum coke,

o calculate the hourly emission value of each generator. The results in-

icated that natural gas combined cycle power plants and combustion

urbines were responsible for most of the additional generation needed

or EV charging, accounting for 85–89% of all new generation capacity

hroughout the WECC. 

.1.2. Line congestion and locational marginal price 

Electricity from power plants is transmitted via high-voltage trans-

ission systems to local utility distribution systems. However, line con-

estion, caused by the overloading of line segments or the inability to de-

iver low-cost electricity to some consumers, can lead to increased elec-

ricity prices [131] . As indicated in [129] , the challenge of EV charging

s not in the power demand itself but its concentration in certain regions

nd time frames. For instance, in [129] , the authors found that the con-

entration of EV charging in high-population areas in western Germany

aused an increase in line congestion from north to west. A case study

n [128] found that while the number of highly loaded lines increased

ith the inclusion of EV charging loads, the most heavily loaded lines

xperienced a slight decrease in loading during high-load day simula-

ions. Therefore, in some cases, the EV charging demand may be evenly

istributed across the power systems, which could reduce congestion on

ome heavily loaded transmission lines but increase congestion on some

oderately loaded lines. A case study of the WECC power grid [60] also

evealed that line congestion is a limiting factor in delivering power

o load centers with high EV adoption, with the largest congestion ob-
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Table 10 

Review of the selected studies related to the impact of EVs on power transmission operation. 

Ref. Power System Model EV Model Operation Solution 

[60] ∙ WECC TN in the United States ∙ Deterministic charging profiles 

∙ EV scenario at WECC in 2028 

∙ LDEVs, MDEVs, and HDEVs 

∙ Production cost modeling 

∙ Minimization of system operation cost 

[126] ∙ 160-bus synthetic TN and DN in Texas 

∙ Geographic mapping of transportation network 

to the power transmission substations 

∙ Traffic flow model 

∙ Charging behavior model 

∙ Transportation network model 

∙ 20% EV penetration 

∙ Minimization of system operation cost 

∙ Hourly generation dispatch 

∙ OPF 

[127] ∙ 160-bus synthetic TN in Texas 

∙ 7000-bus synthetic TN at Texas 

∙ Generation mix that is 90% carbon-free 

∙ Traffic flow model 

∙ Charging behavior model 

∙ 5% EV penetration 

∙ Impact of EV charging on generation dispatch and CO 2 
and NOx emissions 

∙ SCOPF 

[128] ∙ Houston area within the 7000-bus synthetic TN 

in Texas 

∙ Traffic flow model 

∙ Charging behavior model 

∙ 5% and 15% EV penetration 

∙ Impact of EV charging on line loading and bus LMPs 

∙ Unit commitment 

∙ ACOPF 

[129] ∙ 401-bus county-level TN in German 

∙ PV and wind generation based on weather data 

∙ Mobility behavior model for time- and location- 

dependent PEV load 

∙ 10 million PEV fleet in Germany in 2030 

∙ Comparison of uncontrolled and controlled EV 

charging 

∙ Residual load smoothing 

∙ Minimization of the difference between load and 

renewable generation 

∙ Comparison of county-level and national-level 

optimization 

[130] ∙ 2000-bus synthetic TN in Texas ∙ The number of HDEVs is simulated at each 

EVCS 

∙ TN simulation in PowerWorld 

∙ DN simulation in OpenDSS 

∙ Impact of EV charging on grid voltage violations 
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s  
erved in California. Uncoordinated charging of EVs could exacerbate

his problem. 

.1.3. Renewable energy curtailment 

Balancing supply and demand is crucial, particularly during the

venings when an oversupply of energy can lead to the curtailment of

enewable energy sources. However, as shown in [37] , the coordination

f EV charging can alleviate this issue and minimize solar power cur-

ailment. According to the WECC transmission grid study in [60] , a re-

uction in solar power curtailment caused by the integration of EVs can

each 75%. Furthermore, coordinated EV charging has the potential to

educe solar power curtailment by an additional 16%. The United King-

om transmission grid also revealed that wind power production aligns

ith EV charging patterns [112] . By 2050, a fleet of 14.6 million EVs has

he potential to decrease the curtailment of wind power by 5% over the

eriod of 2015–2050. However, solar power has low curtailment rates,

veraging below 1%, but EV integration could potentially reduce these

ates by 20–50%. Time-of-use tariffs that incentivize charging during

ff-peak hours, when general demand is low, can increase wind power

tilization and further reduce curtailment. On the other hand, combin-

ng PV generation systems with thermal energy storage and EVs could

lso be beneficial for PV prosumers [132] , such as in reducing the an-

ual total cost of energy. The impact of EVs on the power transmission

ystem is summarized in Table 10 . 

.2. Power distribution operation with electric vehicles 

The study conducted by Al et al. [133] is aimed at addressing the

oint optimization of EV charging and routing, with a consideration of

everal factors, including peak demand at charging depots, time-of-use

ariffs, partial recharging, wait times, and public charging station char-

cteristics. However, the study’s results are limited because they do not

ccount for the potential impact of the proposed EV charging profiles

n the power distribution system. As the number of EVs on the grid in-

reases, there is a risk of thermal overloading constraints and reaching

he rated capacity of grid assets, particularly during fast-charging condi-

ions. Additionally, high ramping EV charging loads during fast charg-

ng may cause voltage constraint violations in the distribution system.

o evaluate the impact of EV charging on power distribution systems,

imulation-based methods are commonly employed in the literature.

or example, in [58] , the authors evaluated the risk of power system

iolations caused by home charging of private EVs using direct charg-

ng and price-optimized charging strategies on a synthetically generated
15 
wedish LV distribution grid. The findings showed that cities and urban

reas were more prone to violations, while rural areas had fewer issues.

n [134] , the authors analyzed the challenges and opportunities of inte-

rating BEVs into power distribution systems by testing three charging

trategies and six LV urban and rural distribution grids. The results in-

icated that charging many EVs overnight in rural areas can lead to grid

roblems, as purely market-oriented charging strategies can cause high

oad peaks and overloading of transformers and lines. In terms of tempo-

al power system violations, in [135] , the authors analyzed the impact

f a high EV penetration scenario on a Swedish LV power distribution

rid in 2050, assuming a 35% linear increase in the total EV fleet from

016 to 2050, with 100% penetration in 2050 (i.e., 6 million EVs). The

implified voltage drop method was utilized to check for thermal and

oltage conditions of feeder cables and transformers with combined EV

nd residential demands. The findings showed that frequent power sys-

em violations were expected, especially during the evening and winter

eaks. Several studies have proposed methods to mitigate the impacts of

V charging on power distribution systems. For instance, in [136] , the

uthors proposed an online Generic Algorithm-based real power charg-

ng method and a decentralized droop control-based reactive control

ethod to minimize voltage unbalance and fluctuations in power distri-

ution systems. The study tested the proposed methods on a real unbal-

nced distribution network in Perth, Western Australia. In [137] , a volt-

ge regulation method for power distribution networks was proposed to

ddress simultaneous voltage violations caused by EVCSs and PVs. The

ethod was tested on a 45-bus MV distribution grid in Europe, and

he results showed that it could effectively mitigate concurrent voltage

iolations. The dynamics and effects of fast chargers on power distribu-

ion networks were investigated in [101] , where a Level III DCFC with

hanging power rates of 50 kW and 250 kW was connected to a practi-

al MV/LV distribution network. The voltage profiles and load currents

ere analyzed during peak network demand when EVs were charging,

nd a local voltage control method with V2G technology was proposed

o mitigate potential effects. In [138] , a decentralized droop control-

ased method was proposed to coordinate EV charging and rooftop PV

ystems in a semirural Australian LV power distribution network, which

as aimed at mitigating voltage rise and phase unbalance. 

Optimization-based methods have been applied in several studies to

btain an optimal solution for coordinating the charging of EVs and the

peration of power distribution systems. A decentralized spmds-based

ontrol method was proposed in [139] to charge a large group of EVs.

he authors also developed a dimension reduction method to overcome

calability barriers by grouping EVs and creating voltage-updating sub-
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ets. In [140] , a two-layer active management method that considered

he flexible output power of grid-connected parking lots to minimize

ower losses was proposed. The authors modeled the arrival and de-

arture times of EVs and their initial charger state, taking into account

he uncertain behaviors of EV drivers. In [141] , the impact of EV charg-

ng on distribution grid performance was analyzed using conventional

nd fast charging modes. The authors proposed a ga-based optimization

ethod to minimize grid losses and reduce voltage fluctuations by coor-

inated charging times and locations. The power flow simulation results

ith 10% and 50% EV penetration levels showed that uncoordinated EV

harging could lead to increased energy losses and voltage deviations

141] . In [142] , the impacts of EV commuting on power distribution

ystems were evaluated by a tri-level optimization problem. The study

onsidered the interactions among EVs, charger service operators, and

lectric network operators in a driving and charging congestion game.

he tri-level optimization problem was validated using an integrated

ower distribution-transportation network. 

Machine learning has also been extensively utilized in the field of

V charging control in power systems. In [143] , drl was proposed as a

romising solution to minimize the total travel time and charging costs

or EVs at EVCSs. In [144] , a DRL method that incorporates hybrid clas-

ification was introduced to consider the travel patterns of EV drivers

nd to identify an optimal charging solution while enforcing voltage and

urrent limits in the distribution network. An asynchronous learning-

ased bidding strategy was also proposed in [145] , where the EV aggre-

ators were treated as distributed energy resources in the local energy

arket and trained using a modified ddpg algorithm. The simulation re-

ults in [145] showed that the proposed algorithm could effectively ac-

elerate the training process. In [146] , a marl method was proposed for

HEV charging using distribution network-level phasor measurement

nit data, with the aim of maximizing the power delivered from power

istribution systems to EVs while considering the constraints for trans-

ormer capacity and voltage limits. Simulation results in [146] on a test

istribution network showed that the proposed MARL method could ef-

ectively track network capacity in real-time and outperform other de-

entralized feedback control methods. 

In the field of power system operation with high EV adoption, several

pproaches, such as simulation-based, optimization-based, and machine

earning-based methods, can be utilized. Here, we provide a concise rep-

esentation of the optimal operation problem in a power distribution

ystem with high EV adoption. 

bjective 
𝑥 

Minimization of operational cost , (16) 

.t. Power flow and operational constraints in the power 

distribution network , (17) 

oltage regulation and reactive power support , (18) 

esilience enhancement and service restoration , (19) 

ated capacity of grid assets . (20) 

The objective function (16) of the power distribution operation prob-

em is typically designed to minimize the total system operational cost.

owever, other objectives, such as minimizing the vuf [136,138] , have

lso been considered in the operation problems of power distribution

ystems. While some studies use full AC power flow models or DistFlow

odels, these models can result in nonconvex and NP-hard optimization

roblems due to the presence of nonlinear terms. To reduce computa-

ional complexity, other studies have dropped nonlinear terms [147] or

sed first-order Taylor expansions at fixed points [99] . In contrast to

raditional power flow models in power distribution systems, service

estoration, and network reconfiguration must also be considered in the

ptimization problem. This approach involves reconfiguring the radial

istribution network and line switches’ on/off operation. More informa-
16 
ion on service restoration and network reconfiguration is provided in

148] . The compact constraints in equations (18) to (20) are further ex-

lained in Section 4.2.1 to Section 4.2.3 on voltage regulation, capacity

anagement, and protection of assets. 

.2.1. Voltage regulation and reactive power support 

As discussed in Section 2.3.2 , the integration of EVs into the power

istribution system is driving a need for improved voltage regulation.

he high demand for charging EVs leads to increased electric current

evels in distribution wires and transformers, resulting in voltage drops

nd reduced voltage levels at customer connection points. To comply

ith ansi regulations, which require voltages to be kept within ± 5% lim-

ts [149] , voltage regulation is becoming increasingly difficult, particu-

arly during periods of high and variable load demand, such as during EV

harging. Several studies have shown that uncontrolled EV charging can

egatively impact the system voltage profile, leading to extreme voltage

ariations during peak hours. Therefore, the trend toward transportation

lectrification can directly lead to increasing load demand consumption

n power distribution systems, which renders voltage regulation more

hallenging. For example, in [136] , a decentralized PEV reactive power

ischarging approach was proposed for ancillary voltage support by EVs.

his approach minimizes the VUF by discharging reactive power at se-

ected nodes. In [137] , a distributed reactive power control of EVCSs

nd DGs was proposed for voltage regulation in MV distribution systems,

nsuring even reactive power support and avoiding the overloading of

onverters. These approaches demonstrate the potential for innovative

olutions to address the voltage regulation challenges posed by EV inte-

ration into the power distribution system. 

.2.2. Resilience enhancement and service restoration 

As discussed in Section 2.3.2 , EVs with V2G technology can serve as

emporary mobile power sources for improving the resilience of power

istribution systems during extreme events and outages. For example,

n [55] , the authors proposed a joint method to schedule EBs and send

ower to EVCSs via V2G during power outages. The study in [95] in-

roduced a two-stage stochastic optimization method for pre-event re-

ilience enhancement in power distribution systems, which considers

he pre-positioning of mobile resources in the first stage and their op-

ration in the second stage. In [94] , an autonomous EV-assisted load

estoration method was developed using the IEC 61,850 communication

rotocol, which aggregates EVs as a post-event restoration resource via

2G technology. The technique in [94] involved incorporating the com-

ined EV load profiles into the ZIP load models, which were then tested

y hlp simulations utilizing a real-time digital simulator and an actual

V power distribution grid. 

.2.3. Rated capacity of distribution grid assets 

The fast charging and discharging of EVs can lead to an imbalance

n the power supply, potentially causing the overloading of grid assets

uch as transformers in the power distribution system [48] . This sit-

ation can negatively impact system reliability and cause disruptions.

esearch has shown that the capacity limit of the distribution feeder ca-

le is a concern, with the potential for power outages if too many EVs

re simultaneously charged [150] . The available grid capacity for EV

harging is determined by subtracting the base load power from the ca-

acity limit of the feeder cable. Studies have estimated that with a 35%

V penetration rate, the grid in a community of 40 households may ex-

erience outages once every 50 days [150] . The effects of EVs on power

istribution system operation are summarized in Table 11 . 

. Discussion 

.1. Decarbonization of power systems with transportation electrification 

Governments worldwide are promoting the adoption of EVs as a cru-

ial element in reducing GHG emissions and energy consumption. trans-

ortation electrification is critical to meeting emission reduction and
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Table 11 

Review of the selected studies related to the impact of EVs on power distribution operation. 

Ref. Power System Model EV Model Operation Solution 

[55] ∙ Modified 15-bus DN 

∙ IEEE 123-bus DN 

∙ LinDistFlow 

∙ EB scheduling problem with adjustable times tables ∙ Joint post-event DN restoration and EB scheduling 

method 

∙ Total benefits maximization 

∙ EB rental cost minimization 

[58] ∙ Rural and urban LV DN in Sweden ∙ Three charging strategies (direct, w/o V2G, and w/- 

V2G) 

∙ Simplified voltage-drop method 

∙ Examination of thermal and voltage violations 

[144] ∙ 21-bus MV DN ∙ DRL-based PEV behavior model 

∙ Flexible EV charging in the real-time market 

∙ Minimization of PEV charging costs 

∙ Run linear AC power flow 

∙ Enforcement of voltage and current limits 

[94] ∙ 11-bus MV DN 

∙ HIL simulation platform 

∙ ZIP load models for aggregated EVs ∙ Autonomous EV-assisted load restoration 

∙ IEC 61,850 communication protocol 

[101] ∙ 15-bus MV/LV DNs ∙ Grid integration of (50kW and 250kW) Level III DC 

fast EVCS 

∙

Local voltage control 

∙ Mitigation of negative effects of DC fast EVCS 

[134] ∙ Three rural DNs 

∙ Three urban DNs 

∙ Driving profiles 

∙ Apply three charging strategies (greedy, balanced, and 

market-oriented) 

∙ Scale up based on vehicle fleet size 

∙ Run of power flow 

∙ Examination of voltage, line overloads, and 

transformer overloads 

[136] ∙ Unbalanced DN in Australia ∙ PEV switching structure among the three phases ∙ Reactive capability of PEVs for voltage regulation 

∙ Active power compensation of PEVs 

∙ Minimization of VUF 

[137] ∙ 45-bus MV DN in Europe ∙ EVCS grid connection 

∙ Grid-side converter 

∙ Battery-side converter 

∙ Distributed control 

∙ Coordination of EVCS and OLTC 

∙ DG curtailment 

[138] ∙ IEEE 13-bus DN 

∙ LV DN in Australian 

∙ DN simulation in OpenDSS 

∙ Spatial distribution of EV charging ∙ Minimization of VUF 

∙ Decentralized droop control-based method 

[139] ∙ LinDistFlow model 

∙ IEEE 123-bus DN 

∙ Group EVs and establish voltage subsets to reduce 

dimension 

∙ Decentralized Skrunken subgradient optimization 

method 

[140] ∙ IEEE 33-bus DN ∙ Probability density function for EV schedule ∙ Minimization of power losses 

∙ Flexible output power of grid-able parking lots 

along with voltage control 

[141] ∙ IEEE 33-bus DN ∙ Coordination of the charging time 

∙ Identification of charging location 

∙ 10% and 50% EV penetrations 

∙ Minimization of grid losses 

∙ Reduction in voltage fluctuations 

∙ GA 

[142] ∙ IEEE 33-bus DN ∙ EV behaviors coupled in realistic urban network 

∙ Transportation network at Sioux-Falls 

∙ Minimization of grid losses 

∙ Tri-level optimization 

∙ Iterative algorithm 

∙ Simulated annealing 

[145] ∙ IEEE 33-bus DN ∙ EV aggregators in the local energy market ∙ Minimization of grid losses 

∙ Reduction of voltage fluctuations 

∙ Bidding strategy for EV aggregators 

∙ DRL method 

[146] ∙ Integrated 33-bus MV and 1760-bus LV DN ∙ Decentralized and coordinated scheduling of EV 

charging 

∙ Maximization of power delivered to EVs 

∙ Avoidance of transformer overloading 

∙ Check of voltage violation 

∙ Actor-critic RL 

[150] ∙ Test capacity limit of the distribution feeder 

cable 

∙ Probability of a single EV charge 

∙ Joint behavior of a set of EVs 

∙ Approximates the outage probability in the LV grid 

due to EV charging 

[151] ∙ 24-bus DN in Sioux Falls ∙ Driver equilibrium traffic assignment problem 

∙ Transportation networks in Xi’an and Hangzhou cities 

∙ Maximization of the total benefits 

∙ Optimal charging price game 

∙ DRL 
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limate change mitigation goals. However, a sustainable power system

ith a clean energy mix is also necessary to support transportation elec-

rification. The use of EV batteries as flexible energy storage and their

otential environmental impact was investigated in [152] with the aim

f moving the United Kingdom power system toward net-zero emissions

y 2050. The findings showed that the implementation of EV batter-

es and retired EV batteries as energy storage devices via battery swap-

ing could mitigate environmental impacts and reduce CO 2 emissions.

s noted in [153] , to prevent global warming and meet sectoral CO 2 
mission targets, the United States would need more than 350 million

n-road LDEVs. However, a fleet of 350 million on-road LDEVs would

esult in an annual electricity demand that reaches 1730 TWh, which

s equal to 41% of the United States’ electricity generation in 2018. A

ottom-up energy system optimization model was proposed in [154] to

nalyze the impacts of electric grid CO 2 intensities and EV adoption

ates on CO 2 reduction policies in New York City. The results showed

hat, although LDEVs were crucial for reducing air emissions early, sub-
17 
tantial reliance on fossil fuel-based power generators would challenge

ost-effective CO 2 reductions. As noted in [21] and [30] , the genera-

ion of electricity from coal is a significant obstacle to EV growth and

HG emissions reduction. The consumption of EVs may increase GHG

missions from fossil fuel-based power generators, prompting for ad-

itional generation [23] . The emissions of BEVs and FCEVs powered

y natural gas are 58.83 and 74.21 g CO 2 /km, respectively, but if pow-

red by renewable energy, the emissions could be reduced to 0 and

.99 g CO 2 /km [30] . Furthermore, charging HDEVs with a generation

ix that contains slightly more than 10% coal could result in a 63%

ecrease in fuel consumption-related emissions [155] , respectively. In

156] , the authors proposed a probabilistic method to quantify GHG

missions from battery electric hgv given their electricity emissions in-

ensity. Compared to hydrogen fuel cell HGVs, this work found that bat-

ery electric HGVs emitted fewer GHG emissions. Specifically, battery

lectric HGVs could reach 50% GHG savings could with an electricity

mission factor of 350 g CO 2 /kWh [156] . Therefore, the clean energy
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ransition from fossil fuel-based power generators to renewable energy-

ased power generators is crucial for EVs to achieve the CO 2 reduction

argets aimed at decarbonizing our energy systems [157] . In [158] , the

uthors found that transitioning to renewable energy sources could sig-

ificantly reduce GHG emissions in China by increasing EV penetration

evels. Similarly, the analysis in [159] revealed that increasing invest-

ent in wind power could positively impact EV adoption in China and

lso facilitate wind integration by providing power flexibility. In [160] ,

 multi-objective method was proposed to minimize the operation cost

nd emissions in cchp unit with PHEVs and tes. In [161] , the authors

ound that the integrated system of rooftop PVs and EVs could reduce

O 2 emissions by 88% from the consumption of gasoline and supply

9% of electricity demand. Coordination of EV charging is another im-

ortant aspect of reducing the carbon intensity of our power grids. In

162] , the authors showed that the average grid carbon intensity in the

nited Kingdom power grid could be reduced by 20–30% from 35 to

6 g CO 2 /km to 28–56 g CO 2 /km by coordinating EV charging. Addi-

ionally, the study found that if 20% of Scotland’s current vehicle fleet,

pproximately 500,000 EVs, was electrified, then nearly 75% of onshore

ind generation curtailment could be avoided. These findings highlight

he importance of a combined approach that includes both the transition

o renewable energy sources and the coordination of EV charging for re-

ucing carbon intensity and mitigating the impacts of climate change. 

.2. Innovative technologies for facilitating electrical vehicle adoption in 

ower systems 

Section 3 and Section 4 highlight how advanced optimization and

achine learning methods have been extensively utilized in previous

tudies. For instance, researchers have employed RL techniques to pre-

ict PHEV charging loads [73] and dispatch EV charging [143–146] .

owever, beyond these approaches, there exist several other innovative

echnologies and novel concepts that have significant potential in ad-

ressing EV-related challenges. Some examples of such innovative tech-

ologies are presented as follows: 

• Virtual power plant: The vpp has been widely utilized in the EV sector

to aggregate and coordinate behind-the-meter distributed energy re-

sources and EVs to provide ancillary services by V2G functionality.

In [163] , a joint stochastic optimization model that schedules stored

energy from EVs and wind generators to minimize wind power fluc-

tuations was proposed, with the VPP serving as the EV aggregator.

The study [164] proposed a distributed online optimization method

to coordinate EVs and PV generators, where the VPP operator offers

an active power tracking service to the power system. In [165] , the

VPP was modeled as a price taker and optimized the unstable out-

puts from wind and PV generators, as well as controllable EV loads,

to maximize revenue from the power market. In [166] , a DRL algo-

rithm was implemented within the VPP to learn the bidding strategy

for EVs and improve the overall operating economy. 
• Blockchain framework: Blockchain technology can greatly enhance

the security and reliability of V2G communication, as indicated in

[167] . The use of decentralized devices and specialized data struc-

tures creates a peer-to-peer transaction platform that records all

transaction data, providing information equivalence and transparent

openness for all participants. In [168] , a blockchain framework was

employed to implement an adaptive EV charging and discharging

scheduling method, which is aimed at minimizing the power fluctu-

ations caused by EV charging and discharging events and simulta-

neously meeting the charging needs of EVs. The simulation results

in [168] showed that the blockchain-based method was effective.

Additionally, in study [169] , the authors proposed a localized peer-

to-peer power trading model using a private blockchain-based EV

aggregator, which optimizes price singles and power trading among

EVs. 
18 
• Quantum computing: By leveraging the power of quantum bits and

the counterintuitive phenomena of quantum mechanics, quantum

computing algorithms have the potential to greatly improve the effi-

ciency of solving problems in the realm of EV charging. For example,

in [170] , the authors proposed a quantum approximate optimization

developed for EV smart charging and found that the algorithm per-

formed similarly to conventional optimization methods, but with the

added potential for improved performance. Additionally, in [171] , a

complex combinatorial optimization problem of EVCS planning was

solved using a quantum algorithm, resulting in a 500% improve-

ment in speed compared to traditional optimization methods. These

findings suggest that quantum computing has the potential for ad-

dressing challenges in the field of EV charging and infrastructure

planning. 

.3. Policy implications and incentives for improving electrical vehicles 

doption in power systems 

Compared to conventional vehicles, the purchase price of EVs re-

ains high. In addition, other factors also reduce consumer purchase

ntention for EVs, such as the low density of EVCSs, and induced range

nxiety. Hence, policy and incentive programs are crucial in promoting

idespread EV adoption. To encourage higher penetration rates of EVs,

ountries have implemented various policies such as monetary rebates,

ax credits, and the deployment of charging stations. To gain a deeper

nderstanding of how these policies and incentives can drive the tran-

ition to EVs and develop an effective program for EV adoption, it is

mportant to analyze these measures, as follows: 

• Energy policies and incentives: According to research in [172] , under-

standing drivers’ preferred charging times and forecasting EV charg-

ing patterns can assist policy-makers in taking proactive steps to en-

hance the electricity supply infrastructure and shape future energy

policies. In [173] , the impact of energy policies and incentives on

the development and deployment of EVs and DCFC was analyzed us-

ing a system dynamics approach. A case study in the United States,

as presented in [173] , revealed that increasing incentives for wind

generation capacity from 20 $/MWh to 30 $/MWh would boost the

total number of installed DC charging stations and the total number

of PEVs from 38,227 and 53.7 million to 41,477 and 57.84 million.

The simulation results in [173] further showed that the sensitivity

of EV penetration to natural gas prices was greater than the sensi-

tivity of wind generation penetration to natural gas prices, implying

that natural gas prices affect not only the marginal cost of natural

gas generators in power systems but also the purchasing intentions

of EVs. 
• Monetary policies and incentives: As discussed in [21] , direct subsidies

were widely employed in several countries to support EV adoption

and reduce purchasing costs. This step was achieved by exemptions

in registration, emission, and tax fees. The results from [174] in-

dicated that rebates should be provided prior to the installation of

charging infrastructure, as the neighborhood effects of EV adoption

and expenditure minimization were more pronounced in the earlier

stages. According to a study in [175] , dynamic electricity pricing

could support the growth of fast-growing EV charging markets. The

integrated energy modeling and life cycle assessment method pre-

sented in [176] was utilized to compare different policy scenarios

aimed at accelerating the low-carbon transition of light-duty vehi-

cles. The results from [176] showed that pricing indirect emissions

and carbon pricing of stationary sources could significantly con-

tribute to EV adoption. According to a study [177] by Jenn et al., an

increase of $1000 in personal credit leads to a 2.6% rise in EV reg-

istrations. Additionally, raising EV supply equipment subsidies by

$1000 results in a 1.9% increase in registrations. 
• Public service policies and incentives: In addition to financial incen-

tives, the public services and government regulations aimed at im-
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Fig. 10. Example for scenario design of transportation electrification in power systems [3,110,111] . 
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s  
proving the convenience of EV drivers can also promote EV adoption

[21] . This kind of public service may include free charging, free park-

ing, toll tax exemptions, and exclusive highway lanes for EVs. Some

innovative business models were proposed in [42] to overcome the

barriers to EV adoption, such as battery swapping, battery leasing,

and EV sharing. Similarly, in [178] , the authors showed that the new

business model of battery leasing could increase EV adoption and re-

duce GHG emissions due to a decrease in consumers’ anxiety about

battery resale value. 
• Resource policies and incentives: To facilitate the growth of the EV in-

dustry, several countries have taken policy-level decisions to assist

original equipment manufacturers, dealerships, and fuel suppliers.

A critical analysis of the metal requirements for transportation elec-

trification was conducted in [179] , which revealed that the global

metal reserves are sufficient for short- and medium-term demands,

but are insufficient for the long-term needs of the industry. The his-

torical and future global cobalt cycles were analyzed in [180] , which

covered traditional and emerging end uses in various regions. The

results showed that the supply security levels of cobalt vary by re-

gion and highlighted the importance of increasing the primary cobalt

supply to support global transportation electrification efforts. The

impacts of lithium resources on the electrification of heavy-duty ve-

hicles were evaluated in [181] . The study found that the large-scale

adoption of HDEVs would greatly increase the demand for lithium

and pose a strain on the global lithium supply. Policy-makers and

entrepreneurs were advised to approach the ambitious growth of

HDEVs with caution, based on these findings. In [182] , an optimal

supply chain model was proposed to reuse retired EV batteries as

distributed energy resources, which demonstrated significant poten-

tial value chain profits of $2.65 million achieved by deploying 10.7

/MWh of retired EV batteries with optimal retired battery price of

138 $/kWh. 

.4. Scenario design of transportation electrification in power systems 

transportation electrification is highly dependent on various factors

ver the long-term horizon, such as government incentives, customer

references, price, and technology advancements. Accurate prediction

f these factors is crucial for successful scenario design in power system

tudies involving transportation electrification. A comprehensive sce-

ario design for electrification studies, which takes into account differ-

nt electrification levels, supply-side variations, and demand-side vari-

tions, is presented in Fig. 10 .In [3,110,111] explored the system con-

traints, cost of natural gas resources, renewable energy, and energy

torage technology across the supply-side variations, were explored. The
19 
emand-side variations take into account different levels of load flexi-

ility and advancements in electric end-use technologies. This type of

cenario design is adopted from various studies, including [3,110,111] .

n addition to the scenario design outlined above, the implementation

f a carbon tax significantly impacts the progress of electrification. Be-

ause a carbon tax can enforce CO 2 emissions targets across the entire

nergy system, rather than just the transport sector. For example, the

cenario design presented in [183] took into consideration three differ-

nt carbon tax scenarios: a tax starting at $10, $20, and $50 in 2020 and

ncreasing annually by 5% to reach $43, $86, and $216, respectively,

y 2050. 

.5. Comparison between electric vehicles and hydrogen vehicles 

In Section 2.1 , we examine the distinctions among PHEVs, BEVs,

nd FCEVs. While PHEVs and BEVs rely on electricity as their primary

ower source, FCEVs utilize hydrogen as their fuel, with a fuel cell

onverting hydrogen’s chemical energy to electricity to drive an elec-

ric motor. Thus, electric and hydrogen vehicles present two promising

echnologies for reducing GHG emissions and enhancing power grid sus-

ainability. Although both technologies outperform traditional internal

ombustion engine vehicles, their suitability for various use cases de-

ends on several factors. However, the adoption of hydrogen vehicles re-

ains constrained by a lack of hydrogen refueling infrastructure and the

igh costs of hydrogen production, storage, and transportation. On the

ther hand, EV charging infrastructure is more widely available [184] .

hile EV costs have significantly dropped in recent years, making them

ore competitive with gasoline-powered cars, hydrogen cars are gen-

rally pricier than electric ones, primarily due to hydrogen production

nd storage expenses [185] . Although hydrogen fuel cells convert more

han 60% of the energy in hydrogen to electricity, rendering them more

fficient than EVs, the latter benefit from regenerative braking, which

an recover energy that would otherwise be wasted [186] . While both

lectric cars and hydrogen cars generate zero emissions at the tailpipe,

he environmental impacts of producing and distributing electricity and

ydrogen depend on their generation and sourcing. Nevertheless, it is

easible to produce hydrogen using renewable energy sources, whereas

he electricity used to charge EVs may originate from a mix of renewable

ources and nonrenewable sources. 

.6. Future research directions of transportation electrification studies in 

ower systems 

To further advance the field of transportation electrification in power

ystems, several key research areas require more attention. These areas
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nclude improved methods for estimating EV charging loads, the devel-

pment of high-voltage charging infrastructure, and secure and efficient

2G services. Additionally, power system planning for new charging in-

rastructure, as well as the integration of machine-learning techniques

n power system operations, are important areas of research. While these

opics are within the scope of this review, related fields have been dis-

ussed in previous studies, such as advancements in electrified pow-

rtrain design and control [6] and the impact of shared EV fleets on

ommunication, management, and road congestion [48] , as well as the

mplications of autonomous driving on EVs [21] . 

.6.1. Stochastic charging and new business model in grid-to-vehicle 

ystems 

Additionally, as noted in [29,40] , most of the models for power plan-

ing and operation in the reviewed studies only estimated EV charg-

ng loads in a deterministic manner, disregarding the randomness and

ariability in drivers’ behaviors and charging decisions, as well as their

harging profiles over space and time. This approach results in mod-

ls that are based on averages and deterministic perspectives, which

ould underestimate the benefits of flexible and smart charging in power

ystem planning and operation. Thus, future research should focus on

eveloping a more realistic representation of EV charging profiles that

akes into account spatial and temporal variations, such as probability

istributions that geographically and temporally vary. The research dis-

ussed in [172] also suggested incorporating information about drivers’

urrent vehicle usage and charging patterns to estimate EV charging pro-

les. Moreover, future research directions for EV charging infrastructure

re discussed in [14,29,187] . As indicated in [187] , the current charg-

ng infrastructure can meet the demands of LDEVs, but the situation is

ifferent for HDEVs with large battery capacities. Even DCFCs or XFCs

re not capable of providing shorter charging times compared to the

efueling times of conventional gasoline vehicles for HDEVs. Therefore,

igh-voltage EV batteries and EVCSs are emerging trends [14] and need

o provide high charging power while not exceeding the current limits

f the connectors. 

.6.2. Communication failure and cybersecurity of vehicle-to-grid 

echnology 

Current V2G systems offer essential services to the power grid, im-

roving the reliability and stability of the power system in the presence

f renewable energy sources and DGs. However, the coordination and

ommunication among the aggregated EVs pose challenges, as any time

elay or communication failure can cause unstable V2G system opera-

ion. As suggested in [50] , the impact of these time delays can be re-

uced by using high-bandwidth communication networks such as LAN

nd WAN, which warrant further investigation. Moreover, cybersecurity

s a crucial research area to preserve the privacy of EV drivers and en-

ance the resilience of V2G systems against cyberphysical attacks. Fur-

her research on the iot and its has the potential to address transporta-

ion challenges such as traffic congestion, vehicle platooning, accidents,

nd pile-up crashes by using V2G technology. 

.6.3. Multistage power system planning for adopting more electric vehicles

The current planning of power system resources and charging in-

rastructure for EVs is often limited by the one-shot optimization ap-

roach, which fails to take into account the possibility of strategically

undling investments and adjusting them over different stages. As sug-

ested in [40] , future planning should move toward a sequential multi-

tage framework that incorporates multiple objectives and considers key

erformance indicators from transportation networks. This approach

ould result in better planning solutions for different stages of connec-

ion. Additionally, it is important to collect real system data to make

ractical planning solutions and evaluate different load and weather

cenarios with EV integration [40,128] . Other areas worth exploring

n the future include the impact of the total cost of ownership of non-
20 
esidential EVCSs on the upgrading cost of power distribution systems

188] . 

.6.4. Machine learning-assisted real-time control of power system 

peration with electric vehicles 

Traditional model-based methods have limitations in addressing

omputational complexity and scalability issues raised by the integra-

ion of EVs, and the advancement of smart grid and V2G communication

echnologies presents the opportunity to create innovative control algo-

ithms and frameworks based on RL. For example, the integrated RL-

PF method and physical-aware MARL method have been proposed to

ddress these challenges [189,190] . However, five key challenges must

e addressed to implement RL in EV dispatch and power system oper-

tion, as outlined in [43] . These challenges include the availability of

eal-world data, the development of an RL environment, the robustness

f trained policies, the optimization of training performance, and the de-

loyment of RL in real-world scenarios. Future research should focus on

vercoming these challenges and developing advanced methods for the

oordination of power system operation and EV charging management

o enable more efficient EV integration into these systems. 

. Conclusion 

This paper presents a systematic review of the impact of transporta-

ion electrification scale on power system planning and operation by

ransmission to distribution levels and provides insightful discussions

or power system planners and operators seeking to enhance the grid

ntegration of EVs. We have the following main findings from the per-

pectives of power system planning and operation with G2V and V2G.

t is important to identify the main objectives, barriers, and solutions in

ower systems with an increase in EV adoption, including power genera-

ion adequacy and emission costs, transmission line capacity expansion

nd congestion, power facility upgrades, and the siting and sizing of

V charging infrastructure and DGs. One of the main challenges faced

y power systems when integrating EVs is an increase in peak demand

aused by EV charging. This situation has implications for power sys-

em planning, as it requires the expansion of existing generation and

ransmission capacities and a shift toward the use of more renewable

nergy sources and natural gas. However, a lack of available transmis-

ion infrastructure could be a barrier to interconnecting new generation

esources and EV demand centers. To mitigate these challenges, it is

mportant to consider the placement and sizing of distributed resources

nd EVCSs in power system planning, as this can reduce investment

osts and increase EV adoption. To accurately understand G2V systems

nd accurately represent EV charging demand, it is crucial to gather in-

ormation about the driving behavior and spatiotemporal distribution

f EV charging events. Additionally, the methods used to estimate the

harging profiles of EVs may vary depending on the specific characteris-

ics of the EVs and charging stations, such as battery capacity, charging

ate, and availability. Coordinating the power system operation and the

ncillary services provided by V2G can alleviate the strain on power sys-

ems caused by the high penetration of EVs. Additionally, incorporating

mart charging for EVs into power systems can reduce the curtailment

f renewable energy and improve system resilience. 
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